Saint Mary's to inaugurate Hickey president

By MARGIE KERSTEN
Assistant News Editor

Saint Mary's Editor values in Saint Mary's students.'

Sunday as the ninth president of Saint Mary's

William Hickey, who will be inaugurated on

By William Hickey, who will be inaugurated Sunday as the ninth president of Saint Mary's, said he would like to be remembered for enhancing and cherishing the values in Saint Mary's students.

More than 25 years with the College in administrative and teaching positions, Hickey was named president in February of last year.

Upon his appointment, Hickey said, "To be asked to lead a institution that has stood as one of the nation's best undergraduate colleges for women, which has also provided me with so many personal challenges and rewards, is both an honor and privilege."

Hickey said he thinks the upcoming inaugural weekend is something that goes above and beyond the office of president—a new beginning for the College. He tried to remain emotionally detached, but I am not sure I can. I am more personally involved and excited.

More than $40,000 has been spent on the various festivities surrounding the inauguration and Hickey said the majority of the money was spent on food and the printing of invitations, tickets and signs. The College has a separate budget for the inauguration, Hickey said.

He said because every student, faculty member, administrator, staff member and alumna of Saint Mary's received an invitation, the College expects a full attendance by students, faculty and staff.
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The caller has pretended to be your business, he simply said okay and went on. I should have hung up."

The Notre Dame Security has not received complaints of similar calls, according to security investigator Anne Schellinger. She said that last year an individual conducted a false survey over the phone, however.

"It is likely that the same person is bothering Saint Mary's students," said Chlebeck.

One harassed student, who requested anonymity, said the caller began with questions regarding her age, hometown, and number of brothers and sisters. According to the student, the caller then began asking sexual questions.

She said the caller asked her how she felt about pre-marital sex and inquired if a man had ever seen her in the natural state, which she assumed to mean naked.

When I answered, its none of your business, he simply said okay and went on. I should have hung up."
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U.S. airliner hijacked in Pakistan
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In Brief

An exhibit for the Saint Mary's Inaugural Weekend will be held at the Upper Moreau and Hammes Galleries at the College. Admission to the galleries is free and open to the public.

Gallery hours during the Inaugural Weekend are Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m.; Sunday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. - The Observer

A 412-pound Polish sausage that its stuffers claim will feed 2,000 people is reigning this weekend over the 13th annual World Kielbasa Festival in Chicopee, Mass. The four-day ethnic festival with non-stop polka music annually attracts more than 50,000 people to this most Polish of the state's cities. It began yesterday. Undoubtedly this has got to be the biggest, said Jerry Patyka, vice president of the Chicopee Provision Co., which prepared the festival's King Sausage. Well, maybe. This year's King Kielbasa, which stretches 26 feet 3 inches, tops last year's 307 pound Chicopee effort by a considerable margin. But a Milwaukee company last year claimed the record with a 425-pound sausage for a Polish Festival there. - AP

Of Interest

Society and ethics will be the focus of today's Friday Forum at the Center for Social Concerns. Speaking will be Father Edward Malloy, associate provost, from 12:15 to 1 in Room 124 of the CSC building. - The Observer

A campus Bible fellowship will hold weekly Bible studies starting today at 6:30. Discussion will focus on who is the true Christian. A barbecue also will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday at 18525 Pendle. For more information, call 277-8471. - The Observer

The Cassatt String Quartet, winners of last spring's Fischoff Chamber Music Competition in South Bend, will present a free concert on Saturday night from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Moreau Flail Little Theatre at Saint Mary's. Everyone is welcome to attend the performance as part of the celebration of the Inauguration of William Hickey. - The Observer

The Knights and Ladies of Columbus will interview for new members Sunday night from 7 to 9, and Monday night from 6:30 to 9 at the Knights of Columbus Hall. - The Observer

The Senior Class Mass will be celebrated by Father Jenke Sunday at 4 p.m. at the Grotto. - The Observer

The Anti-Apartheid Network is beginning its weekly vigils today at 12:15 p.m. on the Administration Building's steps. The vigil will include news from South Africa, discussion, and prayer. - The Observer

Today's picnic dinner at Green Field will feature a Meet Your Student Government theme with representatives wearing nametags. Those present will include Student Body President Mike Switek, Student Body Vice President Don Montanaro, Student Activities Board Manager Frank Videger, and class representatives. - The Observer

Weather

Weather you like it or not, it's going to be cool and clear today. High in the mid-70s, low in the mid-50s. Tomorrow's high will be in the high 60s to low 70s. - The Observer

Pre-Law Students (Any Student Considering Law School) Attend

The Pre-Law Society General Meeting
Mon., Sept. 8 at 7:30pm in Eng. Aud.
Dean Woodlick will speak on:
Course selection, applying, financial aid, events planned, etc.
Sponsored by the Notre Dame - Saint Mary's Pre-Law Society
Please Bring $4 Membership fee
Freshman Encouraged

Chairman Needed

To run Multiple Sclerosis Fundraising Event

If Interested, Please Contact
Student Activities Office
3rd Floor LaFortune, #7308

Notre Dame Saint Mary's THEATRE

1986-87 season calendar

subscribe and save 25%

Crimes of the Heart
October 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

Good
December 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

To Dance!
March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Macbeth
April 29, 30, May 1, 2, 3

For subscriber information call 239-5957, Weekdays 10-5
Awareness of student rights is goal of Judicial Council

By MARK MELLETT
Staff Reporter

"Students are not properly aware of their rights or of the function of the Judicial Council," said Coordinator Maria Cintron, speaking last night at the first meeting of the council this year.

"The student body lacks a source that clearly explains what punishments are possible when a violation occurs and what can be done," said Cintron.

Cintron said she thinks one of the major problems is that students don't know their rights.

Cintron added that she wanted to publicize what students can do when they have a problem.

"Using a $2,450 budget, the council plans to inform students of their rights by publishing a Student Rights Manual," said Cintron.

"The manual will list violations, possible punishments and persons to contact if there is a problem," she said. Cintron added that the council plans to distribute the manual to each dorm room.

The purpose of last night's meeting was to orientate members to the functions of the council," said Cintron. She indicated that most of the 24 members who represent the dorms are new.

In addition to better informing students of their rights, Holy Cross council member Paul O'Connell said the image of the council has to be improved.

O'Connell said students see council members setting punishments and don't see them as there to help.

To inform students of his rights and to improve the image of the council, O'Connell suggested that the council change students' perception that members work only behind closed doors.

O'Connell added that he plans to increase student awareness in Holy Cross by meeting with freshmen on a one-one-one basis.

Help the March of Dimes

IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESN'T CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS, CALL AND COMPLAIN.

Sharp calculators are designed to be first in their class. Our EL-533 financial calculator, for example, has twenty memories compared to just five for the competition. So it lets you do complex calculations like discounted cash flow analysis.

For those who prefer lab coats to pinstripes, there's our EL-506A scientific calculator. With its 10-digit display, direct formula entry and 93 scientific functions, it makes performing even the most difficult calculations easy as pi.

And because it's sleek, slim and stylish, you'll never look out of step as science marches on.

The fact is, Sharp makes all kinds of ingenious little calculators that can help get you through college. And help you pay for it.

Because unlike college... they're surprisingly affordable.

FAX: 219/272-4139
Theodore Hesburgh accepted an invitation at the inauguration. He said he would indeed be carried out.

Hickey said. He added, Saint Mary's, the Catholic institution. Their president for academic affairs in May of 1972. After serving as acting president in 1974-75, he was named acting president. Hickey grew up in Stroudsburg, Penn., and received his bachelor's degree from King's College, Wilkes-Barre, Penn. He earned master's and doctoral degrees from Notre Dame.

Hickey said the focus of his inaugural address will be to build on the rich tradition of Saint Mary's as well as to continue the strengths and strong assets of women's colleges. He said he believes the Saint Mary's experience is unique and the total educational experience is more than the classroom experience.

The Church and the Age of the Laity will also be a focus of his address, adding his presidency to the annual program. A majority of the seniors are participating, he said. Hickey said the Saint Mary's seniors will be involved in the more formal part of the inauguration, Hickey said. Each senior has been invited to participate in the inauguration procession Sunday with the president, dignitaries and other college administrators. A majority of the seniors are participating, he said.

In the benediction, Hickey said, "I think there will be an emphasis if its ties with the Sisters of the Holy Cross; Sister Roseanne Schultze, Chair of the Board of Regents, who will give the benediction, and George Craig, the Clark professor of Biology at Notre Dame, who Hickey worked under for his doctorate. Hickey first came to the College in 1960 as a biology instructor. In 1969, he was the recipient of the College's Spes Unica Award, presented annually to honor a faculty member for excellence in teaching and dedicated service. After his promotion to professor in 1970, he became Biology Department chairman in 1971, which he held until his appointment to vice president for academic affairs in May of 1972. After serving as acting president in 1974-75, he was named vice president and dean of faculty. After the resignation of President John Diggin, Hickey again was named acting president. Hickey grew up in Stroudsburg, Penn., and received his bachelor's degree from King's College, Wilkes-Barre, Penn. He earned master's and doctoral degrees from Notre Dame.

Invited by Hickey include Sister Frances Bernard, the superior general of the Sisters of the Holy Cross; Sister Rosanne Schultze, Chair of the Board of Regents, who will give the benediction, and George Craig, the Clark professor of Biology at Notre Dame, who Hickey worked under for his doctorate. Hickey first came to the College in 1960 as a biology instructor. In 1969, he was the recipient of the College's Spes Unica Award, presented annually to honor a faculty member for excellence in teaching and dedicated service. After his promotion to professor in 1970, he became Biology Department chairman in 1971, which he held until his appointment to vice president for academic affairs in May of 1972. After serving as acting president in 1974-75, he was named vice president and dean of faculty. After the resignation of President John Diggin, Hickey again was named acting president. Hickey grew up in Stroudsburg, Penn., and received his bachelor's degree from King's College, Wilkes-Barre, Penn. He earned master's and doctoral degrees from Notre Dame.

Windsall down
Windsor weather wooded windsurfers out on the surface of St. Joseph Lake yesterday. The wind out-willed Janet Brewer and Sean Toomey, shown here trying to raise their mast and sail again.

**AIR FORCE ALWAYS NEEDS MORE LEADERS.**

We're looking for pilots, navigators, missile engineers, much people manage doctors, scientists, journalists... and more. And the Air Force ROTC program is a great way to get into a job like one of those which can help you improve your leadership ability and your professionalism.

As a commissioned officer in the Air Force, you can be proud of the role you play in your community and the contribution you make to your country's security. You can know that you're doing a job of importance, a job with responsibility.

The Air Force ROTC program offers a way to help you achieve these goals. As an AFROTC cadet, you'll learn about leadership, management, and more. You'll learn about the benefits of being an officer later on, like an excellent salary, medical and dental care, housing and food allowances, and 30 days of paid vacation each year. You'll discover a whole new world open to you in the Air Force. And you can get there through AFROTC. Look into it right away. You'll be glad you did.

**The Student Activities Board**

presents a Thanksgiving Vacation Package to the

**N.D. vs. U.S.C. Football Game**

Thursday, Nov. 27 - Sunday, Nov. 30

$370/person quad occupancy at the Hyatt incl. airfare, hotel, all transfers, game ticket

$266/person -- airfare, game ticket

$50 deposit due Fri., Sep. 5

Balance due Sep. 30th refundable up to Oct. 28th

Sign up Mon., Sep. 1 - Fri., Sep. 5

lower level LaFortune 2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

ONLY 125 PLACES...

Sign-ups end Friday Sept. 5th

**DRINKING AND DRIVING CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP**

U.S. Department of Transportation
Investigators seek suspect in cyanide-laced soup death

Associated Press

RUNNEMEDE, N.J. - A man who died from cyanide-laced Lipton Cup-A-Soup his mother bought to soothe his upset stomach could have been a random victim, but investigators also looked yesterday for someone out to get him or the store.

Everybody at this point is a suspect, the county prosecutor said.

The death was the sixth from product tampering this year, but the first related to a food product since the wave of tamperings began with cyanide-filled Tylenol capsules in 1982.

Cumberland County Prosecutor Samuel Asbell said there was enough cyanide in the body of Louis Denber to kill a horse and the case is being investigated as a homicide. He said no possibility has been ruled out, however.

It all points to a product tampering said Larry Hicks, a spokesman for the soup's maker, Thomas J. Lipton Inc., based in Englewood Cliffs. He and the prosecutor said the tampering appeared to be isolated and local, and did not appear to have occurred during the manufacture or company distribution.

Tom Lipton Jr., the company president, said no poison was detected in approximately 100 Cup-A-Soup boxes with the same code number, 6-C, 13-5GF 8, pulled from the shelves of the store where the victim bought it.

The death was the sixth from cyanide-laced soup death in cyanide-laced soup death in the past five days, according to the state attorney general, who has been closely monitoring the situation in New Jersey.

Lipton officials said they were ready to issue a public recall of the product if the investigation led to an identification of the suspect.
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Air controller predicts collisions

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Another collision like the one between an Aeromexico DC-9 and a small plane could happen any day of the week because of a dangerous mix of airliners and small craft flying over Los Angeles, an air traffic controller said yesterday.

"We shouldn't have blood sacrifices to change safely in air space," said Anthony Skirlick, a controller trying to organize a union to replace the one dissolved by President Reagan when he fired 14,000 controllers in a 1981 strike.

Skirlick said that people in the DC-9 and the single-engine Piper Archer died in Sunday's crash over suburban Cerritos, and estimates of those dead on the ground have gone as high as 24. Conner's spokesman Bill Gold said yesterday there was still no confirmed death toll on the ground.

John Lauber, chief investigator for the National Transportation Safety Board, said Wednesday the air traffic controller handling Aeromexico Flight 458 doesn't remember seeing a radar blip from the plane that collided with the DC-9, although the small aircraft was visible on radar screens for several minutes.

 Asked how the controller could fail to see the small plane, Lauber said the controller had many other things to do at the time.

Skirlick, a longtime critic of Federal Aviation Administration regulations for flight patterns over Southern California, said the NTSB investigation focuses too narrowly on events just before the accident.

It was gross mismanagement of the system. It could happen any day of the week, because they have too many high-speed airplanes with too many little planes flying around, said Skirlick. They are using admiralty laws for planes that go 100 times faster than a boat.

The FAA said there have been more than 400 reports of near collisions between aircraft during the first half of 1986, with 1-4 regrouped in California.

Lauber, in discussing the apparent failure to see the Piper, said the controller was working a hand-off position in the United States and Britain which allowed U.S. and British controllers to see its bases for the attack.

I shall not leave any stone unturned, said Gadhafi. He said Libya had left the movement for the next three years, delivered a careful response, saying not all of us would agree with Gadhafi.

Delegations from the Ivory Coast, Cameroon and Zaïre issued protests after Gadhafi called their countries puppets because they have ties with Libya's arch-enemy, Israel.

Gadhafi said the movement did not do enough to support Libya after the United States canceled two Libyan airlines April 15. President Reagan said his attack was in retaliation for Gadhafi's alleged support of international terrorism.

Gadhafi threatened to withdraw from the movement unless all of its members severed diplomatic ties with the United States and Britain which allowed the U.S. warships to use its bases for the attack.

I shall counter it with an international farce, said Gadhafi.

After his speech, Gadhafi, followed by photographers, strode through corridors at the conference center to meet with President Ali Khamenei of Iran, President Fidel Castro of Cuba and President Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua.

Gadhafi described their organization as useless and an international farce.

I want to say goodbye, farewell to this funny movement, to this farce, to this utter farce, said Gadhafi. Asked after the speech whether that meant Libya had left the movement, Gadhafi said: "not yet." Gadhafi vowed to defeat the United States.

I shall counter it with an international farce, said Gadhafi.

Garth has overshadowed the non-aligned meeting since he arrived Monday with hundreds of bodyguards who were disarmed by Zimbabwean officials and later took to staging anti-American demonstrations outside the conference center.

The Libyan leader was widely seen as having distracted delegates from the issue of South Africa which, he hopes will dominate the rest of the summit and its final declaration.

Reagan blocks Nicaraguan relief

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration is blocking a private relief agency from sending farm tools and other supplies to leftist-ruled Nicaragua, a decision denounced by one critic as the politics of hunger.

The administration refused an application from Oxfam America, a Boston-based relief agency, to ship to Nicaragua $41,000 worth of donated and purchased supplies, including rakes, seeds, shovels, agricultural books, wrenches, chainsaws, hammers and water pipes.

Oxfam officials said.

John Hammock, Oxfam executive director, said the shipment to two non-governmental agencies in Nicaragua was intended to alleviate food shortages in the war-torn Central American country which has been the target of a U.S. trade embargo for more than a year.

We are dealing with the politics of hunger, Hammock said in an interview Wednesday. This is a clear example of the government playing politics with the poor overseas.

Hammock added that in recent trips to Nicaragua, he had seen the beginning of severe malnutrition among children. The administration seems to be taking the position that anything that helps Nicaraguans, helps the Sandinistas. Nicaragua's leftist rulers.

Although the U.S. trade embargo does permit shipments to Nicaragua to relieve human suffering, the administration's denial dated Aug. 26, said Oxfam's supplies were rejected because such transactions are inconsistent with current U.S. foreign policy.

State Department officials offered no immediate elaboration on the reasons for the rejection.

The denial coincides with congressional approval of $1 billion in mostly military aid to Nicaraguan Contra rebels who are fighting to overthrow the Sandinista government.

Non-aligned movement is 'farce,' says Gadhafi

Associated Press

HARARE, Zimbabwe - Libyan leader Muammar Gadhafi yesterday denounced fellow members of the non-aligned movement as puppets and vowed to undertake all types of terrorist acts to defeat the United States.

Delegates to the non-aligned summit sat in stunned silence as Gadhafi described their organization as useless and an international farce.

Gadhafi paused twice during his 75-minute speech to allow four young Libyan women in batik fatigues to chant down town U.S.

Zimbabwean Prime Minister Robert Mugabe, who will head the movement for the next three years, delivered a careful response, saying not all of us would agree with Gadhafi.
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Drive-in TV

A driver and passersby rest against the stairs crashed through the front doors and injured three people on Wednesday.

Organizational Meeting

for interested tutors

Sunday, Sept. 7
at 7:00
in the Library Aud.

Dedicated to building a future for the children of South Bend.
Billionaire pledged $4.2 million in effort to get P.O.W. videotape

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Texas billionaire H. Ross Perot, after confer-
ing with Vice President George Bush, pledged $4.2 mil-
lion in a futile effort to obtain a videotape purporting to show
American prisoners of war alive
in Laos.

"I was asked by our government to pursue this thing, to get the
tape. If it existed," Perot said in a recent telephone interview,"I tried to as-
sist Mr. Perot in any way I could.

According to a former Army
major who first told the story of
the tape, the money was on de-
posit in the Bank of America
in Singapore last April when he
attempted to obtain photograp-
hic evidence that Americans were
still being held prisoner.

Retired Maj. Mark Smith told
the Senate Veterans Affairs Com-
nittee last June that he and Hen-
don went to Singapore with in-
structions from the Defense
Intelligence Agency to offer $4.2
million to Robin Gregory, a Brit-
ish citizen who claimed to have
possession of the videotape.

Smith told the committee that
Gregson, who also uses the
name John Obassy, rejected the
offer.

"Smith testified that Gregson
told him, 'I don't ask you for $4.2
million in cash. I ask you for
support for these people in Laos.
I have never asked for money.'

The people in Laos were rebel
forces fighting the communist
government.

Bush and that later, the vice
president called me and, based
on our discussions, I tried to as-
sist Mr. Perot in any way I could.

The major also told the com-
mittee he had seen the tape and
that it showed one American
holding a prisoner and forced to
work in timber and mining opera-
tions in northern Laos.

The Defense Department lists
2,441 Americans who did not
return from the conflict in South-
west Asia. In its monthly tally of
reports pertaining to possible
POWs, the Defense Intelligence
Agency lists 881 cases of alleged
sightings of live Americans being
held prisoners since the fall of Saigon in 1975.

The latest DIA tally lists 136 of
that total as currently un-
resolved. The agency said the
remainder of the cases were disag-
gressed.

"Perot said of the videotape, 'Like everyting else around the
POWA thing, its a will-o-the-
wick.'"

The Dallas computer magnate
first became involved in the POW
issue in 1986 when he agreed to
fly to Hanoi to deliver medical sup-
plies and Christmas dinner to
American POWs. He also financed a successful 1979 res-
cue mission to try to free two
of his employees from a Tehran
prison.

President
continued from page 1

Beginning at 9 tonight, Saint
Mary's students are invited to an
All Student Party in the Angola
Athletic Facility. Heller said each
student can pick up two tickets
for the party at the front desk of
the residence hall. The band.
The Final End, will entertain at
the dance party with contemporary music. Heller
said food and soda will be served.

Hickey and his wife will
greet students from 9 to 10:30
p.m. Heller said, "Our presi-
dents, past and present, have
invited students to these events.
Saint Mary's students are in-
vited to this event as well."

Heller said the inauguration
was slated for this weekend. It is
appropriate for students to be
involved in their own inaugura-
tion," said Sister Bazi Anthony, inauguration
committee member.

Preparations for the event have
been underway since the an-
nouncement of Hickey's election
February 28.

Heller said the inauguration
stated for this weekend be-
cause the preparation process
has been long and so many out-
side guests had to be notified and
many of these are his (Hickey's)
personal guests."

I think the students are excited
for new administration, said Hef-
ler. Its a good chance to grow.

Anthony said similar festivities
have taken place for other Col-
lege presidents, including the in-
auguration of former President
John Duggan. College Public In-
formation Specialist Brett
McLaughlin said, based on other
colleges (their inaugural proce-
dures), this is par for the
course.

Other events will include the
ceremony of a mass at 10 a.m.
Sunday in the Church of Our
Lady of Loreto.

An academic procession will
commence at 2:15 Sunday from
the Great Doors of LeMans Hall
to O'Laughlin. Heller said the en-
tire senior class has been invited
to join the parade of caps and
gowns because they are looked up
to by the younger students.

Seniors can pick up their caps
and gowns today, from 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m., in the bookstore.

Heller said the junior class of-
fiers, serving as flag bearers, will
lead the procession. Past
recipients of honorary degrees
from Saint Mary's, presidents of
other small Catholic and wo-
men's colleges, representatives
from other colleges and convents,
and Hickey will be in the
procession.

Several bears of greetings
will deliver two-minute speeches
following the procession. Among
the 12 scheduled speakers are
University President Father
Theodore Hesburgh who will
give the invocation. South Bend
Mayor Roger Parent, and Acting
Vice President and Dean of Fac-
ulty Dorothy Feigl.
**Father Robert Griffin**  

Letters to a Lonely God

This is the year of the BIG news of the 1986-87 semester, and we all know what's on everybody's minds. Is he asking for Our Lady's help at the stations of the cross? Is the new football coach going to be a first-rate success? Is Father Hesburgh going to become the President-emeritus? We will find that the country is paying close attention to our changing climate of the guard.

The school year is beginning quietly, and we're excited by the upcoming debut of the new football coach; Lou Holtz, winning or losing will not be the all-time big news story coming out of South Bend this fall. With differing degrees of excitement, we are waiting for the really BIG news. With different opinions, we will find that the country is paying close attention to our changing climate of the guard.

I meet Father Hesburgh on his way to the Grotto, and I'm wondering what's on his mind. What has he heard, and why is he coming here to the Grotto, to the middle of the walkway? Is he here because he's worried, or here because he's devout?

Does he know who will succeed him? Is he anxious about it? Does he wish he had a little more time to finish his work, or is he anxious to call it a day as Notre Dame's president, so that he can devote his energies to working for peace?

As you can see, interest in our imagination working over time. Father Hesburgh is turning on the people of the campus, wondering what's on their minds. I meet Father Hesburgh on his way to the Grotto, and I'm wondering what's on his mind. What has he heard, and why is he coming here to the Grotto, to the middle of the walkway? Is he here because he's worried, or here because he's devout?

Does he know who will succeed him? Is he anxious about it? Does he wish he had a little more time to finish his work, or is he anxious to call it a day as Notre Dame's president, so that he can devote his energies to working for peace?

Perhaps he would answer: God will send the University a leader on whose faith grace rests. God will build the back to bear the burden. He will bless the workers for the university for saying: The buck stops here. Among the presidents, there must be students brave enough to say. What makes the difference is not change, but nothing will change. Nothing ever changes at Notre Dame. Even if it does, it's too late for us, because we're蝾 hooded up to here.

Sooner or later, when they feel the trembling of the earth under their feet, they'll know they are wrong. Nothing ever stays the same. The sky above Venice is different than it used to be; pollution has dulled the brilliance of the sun. Even the mighty power of the Roman Catholic Church can hold back the fires signifying the death of empires, the birth of nations.

Nowhere is it written that Notre Dame is changeless or deathless. New administrators will arrive as Notre Dame would ever be given as his mandate: Hang on to the status quo. None of us would want a president with such a stagnant agenda.

The next President may make the Notre Dame degree of such value that it's only credible we will need for entering heaven. According to legend, God has promised to put the Irish into the gates of St. Patrick on the day of judgment. Maybe the next president of this University will work out a comparable arrangement with God's Mother at the Grotto. I think it is these presidents who say what makes the difference? I think twice about what they're telling them selves as a grievous lie.

The Freshmen, so far, are still observing. LongFlow says: The atmosphere of great change is long. LongFlow. I am willing to guess that at some future time: their happiest memory will be: Our Freshmen year was the last of the Hesburgh years. We are proud and happy that we were on campus when so great a man was in charge. That will be their claim to fame, and their generation's equivalent to having fought with King Harry on St. Crispus's day.

Adults play a game with children that begins: A poem for your thoughts. I would like to play a campus game that begins: What are you thinking? The poem won't change anything, unless I was talking to some VIP in charge of the future, but maybe the time will pass more quickly as we wait for the BIG news.

I personally, am getting really nervous about the game being played at the top. I've noticed, are full of big surprises. It would be a mistake to say that nothing has changed, but because you would know what I'm thinking. Nobody else on campus is saying anything before she thinks this year, so why should I?
New fund may pressure ND Trustees to divest

Research should not interfere with teaching

The university professor has long been seen as one of the most successful and respected members of the teaching profession. Many people have the misconception that college professors can do anything they want. However, there are a few professors who have trouble procuring funds and attracting students. The results, however, have not been all good. Some universities are so intent on advancing in the ranks of education, once professors have been hired to employ, teaching is the sometimes the least of their responsibilities. Researching and publishing becomes pragmatically their top priority, especially if tenure is the ultimate goal. Researching tenure or a renewed contract is more difficult for existing professors than for new ones, and often results in less than competitive research and publication requirements.

This can lead to some obvious problems. The most significant of these is that often times a professor's course load is reduced drastically, simply because of the need for research and publication requirements. This means that sometimes the less competitive classes are assigned to the more qualified professors or research and published. This results in numerous combinations of poor course selection and the uneven distribution of educating duties.

An application to a real life problem would perhaps be helpful, so let's take a look at the Notre Dame French Department. This semester there are only five 400 level French courses offered to students wishing to fulfill requirements for the French major. Only four of these are in French, and four are literature courses, the other being a linguistics course. Needless to say, this is not the ideal offering to students wishing to major in French. Assuming a French major should graduate with a proficiency in writing, reading, speaking, translating, and comprehending the French language, which would facilitate an ability to live comfortably in a French country, which is an unreasonable assumption, the course offerings this semester are vastly inadequate.

Granted, a literature course involves, to a degree, the skills of writing, speaking, translating and comprehending, but a literature course is specifically designed to enhance individual skills of its respective language. It is not a French composition course, or a designed to apply any more than the rudimentary, or at best intermediate elements of these skills.

Think it would be fruitless to argue that these other skills are not necessary for the French major, but if they are important; why are courses specifically designed to enhance these other skills not being offered? The underlying reason is shameful. There being only one senior professor in the entire French department, the University has reduced the course loads of many teachers in the department in order that these educators may have time to eventually publish a book which, in the University's eyes, would presumably have a hand in determining said educator's future at Notre Dame.

The end result is simple: all students with an interest in meeting the requirements for French as a first or second major have been denied the opportunity to enhance their skills in many specific areas of the French language.

It is, in my opinion, unacceptable for a language department not to offer courses specifically designed to enhance each individual skill of its respective language. It may be that in language is a an exception to the university. It is simply not very practical or far too that interested in becoming proficient in a particular language.

I do not advocate that educators should abandon research and publication for instructing, but neither should the student's right to a fair and comprehensive education in a particular field be denied by the unavailability of courses in the most rudimentary skills in said field.

Obviously, a viable balance must be attained. This balance should provide an opportunity for the student to fortiy skills in all areas of a specific subject while simultaneously allowing the educator to research and publish for the benefit of the university and for the benefit of education itself. In my opinion, this is not the type of balance currently at all in the Notre Dame French Department. To avoid turning out less than competent French majors and simply to attract more students to the department, a wider variety of courses designed specifically to enhance individual skills is essential.

Michael Froning is a junior in the College of Arts and Letters and is a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

Research should not interfere with teaching

Michael Froning in the minority

This stereotype, to say the least, is pure fantasy. In today's universities and colleges throughout the nation, professors not only have rigorous teaching schedules, they also handle frequently appearing more important, role than teaching. It is that of researching and publishing.

In an effort to attain the respect and status needed to stay ahead in the rate of procuring funds and attracting the desired clientele of both professors and students, universities and colleges have demanded of their professors to research and subsequently write and publish.

This has led to some fairly typical results. The long-established leaders in education at the university level have simply received more money in the way of investments and grants to continue their respective institutions. These educators may have time to even enhance these other skills not taught any more than the rudimentary, or at best intermediate elements of these skills.

Think it would be fruitless to argue that these other skills are not necessary for the French major, but if they are important, why are courses specifically designed to enhance these other skills not being offered? The underlying reason is shameful. There being only one senior professor in the entire French department, the University has reduced the course loads of many teachers in the department in order that these educators may have time to eventually publish a book which, in the University's eyes, would presumably have a hand in determining said educator's future at Notre Dame.

The end result is simple: all students with an interest in meeting the requirements for French as a first or second major have been denied the opportunity to enhance their skills in many specific areas of the French language. It is, in my opinion, unacceptable for a language department not to offer courses specifically designed to enhance each individual skill of its respective language. It may be that in language is a an exception to the university. It is simply not very practical or far too that interested in becoming proficient in a particular language.

I do not advocate that educators should abandon research and publication for instructing, but neither should the student's right to a fair and comprehensive education in a particular field be denied by the unavailability of courses in the most rudimentary skills in said field.

Obviously, a viable balance must be attained. This balance should provide an opportunity for the student to fortify skills in all areas of a specific subject while simultaneously allowing the educator to research and publish for the benefit of the university and for the benefit of education itself.

In my opinion, this is not the type of balance currently at all in the Notre Dame French Department. To avoid turning out less than competent French majors and simply to attract more students to the department, a wider variety of courses designed specifically to enhance individual skills is essential.

Michael Froning is a junior in the College of Arts and Letters and is a regular Viewpoint columnist.

---

Doonesbury

---

Garry Trudeau

---

They're not the most physically talented, but they did score at least 1400 on their s.a.t.'s.

---

Campus quote

"While I'm here in school, let me say that more important than any books and courses in the world, I make the friends I'll come to love and cherish and always remember."

Joe Corg_banner Quoted in Day by Day
A common assumption floats daily through the national news media: The Observer and it is surprising that no one ever even realizes it. This is the universal offhand separation of people into two categories, homosexuals and heterosexuals, as if such a classification is so self-evident as to need no justification.

Chris Julka

guest column

Thus we hear of homosexuals coming out of the closet, as if homosexuality were the natural disposition of those people against which they can do nothing, and this is to go beyond the mere hyperbole perversely to which Freud refers. What is more revealing is the following: the streets in San Francisco, established themselves in a number of universities and attempted an effort to spread the cause of gay rights. By this, what is assumed is that the homosexual's very identity is inseparable from his act of homosexuality, as though homosexuality is the kissing, the being a man or woman. Thus at the Democratic National Convention at San Francisco, Jesse Jackson included the homosexuals into his Rainbow Coalition and becoming homosexual were the same thing as being Hispanic or black.

Furthermore, many stories have now made the cover of Newsweek and national magazines telling of some academic scandal or other, and thediscoverer that he or she is gay. In much the same way that one would discover your partner's College President, President or a heart murmur. But why is this really the case? Is there this such thing as gays being liberalized and allowed to come to an end of the closet as the media would have us believe, or are beings who are at bottom simply or does now infatuation, sexual identity and the actual evidence points in their direction. Concerning homosexuality itself, nothing exists. As of yet, there is no evidence that sexual abstinence running through generations or among blood relations are not the result of being in similar or identical environments. Thus, despite all of the claims about being born homosexual and hopefully and forever unable to change; absolutely no one has demonstrated that homosexuality results from a genetic factor, as do mongolism and myopia, for instance. because one or more genes do not serve as an adequate explanation, homosexuality has been assigned frequently attributing sex role imbalances. When homosexual subjects were administered heavy doses of male sex hormones, however, although the drives intensified, no change occurred in their behavior.

On the other hand, it has been shown statistically that sociological backgroups often have a direct correlation with the number of homosexuals in a given population. A high proportion of homosexuals, for instance, come from divorce homes, whereas, however, the studies show that homosexuals come from as many divorce homes as heteronormals. As of yet, there is no evidence that sexual abstinence running through generations or among blood relations are not the result of being in similar or identical environments. Thus, despite all of the claims about being born homosexual and hopefully and forever unable to change; absolutely no one has demonstrated that homosexuality results from a genetic factor, as do mongolism and myopia, for instance. because one or more genes do not serve as an adequate explanation, homosexuality has been assigned frequently attributing sex role imbalances. When homosexual subjects were administered heavy doses of male sex hormones, however, although the drives intensified, no change occurred in their behavior.

P.O. Box Q

Gay groups deserve campus representation

Dear Editor:

Father Tyson insists that "formal recognition of GLUL/MS (Gay and Lesbians at Notre Dame) by the College carries with it an implicit sanction for a homosexual lifestyle which is not in keeping with the values of the University or the teachings of the Church." Why not therefore recognize GLUL/MS as a political and educational organization rather than as a social group? Why not simulta¬

nously make it clear that official recognition of GLUL/MS in no way communi¬

sors, priests and administrators. As an aggrieved minority, gays and lesbians have every right, perhaps even a moral obligation, to organize and to act in order to combat the discrimination which turns up with such tragic frequency on this campus.

As a university which has long pre¬

sented itself to the world as catholic, progres¬

sive and respectful of minorities, Notre Dame has its own obligation to point the way in displaying toleration and respect for homosexuals as well as for more socially acceptable minorities. I believe that we can work together to dis¬

pel the homophobia which infects this campus. We might even hasten the com¬

ming of that day when we will regard each other's sexual orientations with as much toleration and respect as we already show for each other's racial, ethnic and religi¬

ous backgrounds.

Rev. Isaac McDaniels, O.S.B.

P.O. Box Q

P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219) 239-5303
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SMC soccer on road to battle Marquette

By ANDREA LATRENIERE
Saint Mary's Sports Editor

The 1986 Saint Mary's varsity soccer team opens its season today in Milwaukee against the Marquette women's soccer club, one of the finest women's soccer club teams in the Midwest.

Nine returning team members will lead the Belles in the game, including senior team captains Anni Nora Heret, Gloria Dicalert, Stacey Snyder and Mary Anne Petit. Juniors R.C. Chandler, Landry Clement and Fally Flaherty; and sophomores Ellen Boyle and Bridget Conney.

New members joining the team effort include seniors Mariclaire Driscoll and sophomores Anne Szweda, along with freshmen Celeste Aquino, Collette Beattie, Nancy Haske, Colleen Biele, Caroline Revell, Mattie Meixner, Kathy Reeves and Liz Toole.

John Auer returns as Head Coach for the Belles. Assisting him is Notre Dame senior Eric Evans.

Auer concedes that Marquette, who beat Saint Mary's last season by a score of 6-2, will be a challenge for the Belles. He is optimistic, nonetheless, about the competition.

"It's going to be a tough game, and we're going into it without any prior scrimmage, but I think it's good, we're starting our season against a good opponent," Auer said.

The Belles, whose schedule is filled with tough opponents, have their work cut out for them this season. Last year the first-year varsity team played a lot of club teams. This season, however, the majority of the Belles' opponents are varsity teams.

"We're playing more varsity teams so that we will be eligible for post-season play," Auer said. "In addition, this way we find out right away what varsity soccer is all about."

The Belles hope to improve two aspects of their play when taking on these teams, according to Auer.

"We have two goals," he said. "The first is to be more consistent and optimistic, nonetheless, about the competition."

"It's going to be a tough game, and we're going into it without any prior scrimmages, but I think it's good, we're starting our season against a good opponent," Auer said.

The Belles, whose schedule is filled with tough opponents, have their work cut out for them this season. Last year the first-year varsity team played a lot of club teams. This season, however, the majority of the Belles' opponents are varsity teams.

"We're playing more varsity teams so that we will be eligible for post-season play," Auer said. "In addition, this way we find out right away what varsity soccer is all about."

The Belles hope to improve two aspects of their play when taking on these teams, according to Auer.

"We have two goals," he said. "The first is to be more consistent and optimistic, nonetheless, about the competition."

"The Belles, whose schedule is filled with tough opponents, have their work cut out for them this season. Last year the first-year varsity team played a lot of club teams. This season, however, the majority of the Belles' opponents are varsity teams.

"We're playing more varsity teams so that we will be eligible for post-season play," Auer said. "In addition, this way we find out right away what varsity soccer is all about."

The Belles hope to improve two aspects of their play when taking on these teams, according to Auer.

"We have two goals," he said. "The first is to be more consistent and optimistic, nonetheless, about the competition."

Chris Evert Lloyd will try to advance to yet another appearance in the finals of the U.S. Open Tennis Tournament today in her semifinal match against Helena Sukova. See story below for yesterday's results and more match-ups.

Becker cruises into Open semifinal

NEW YORK - West Germany's Boris Becker easily advanced into the semifinals of the U.S. Open Tennis Championships last night, crushing Czechoslovakia's Milan Srejber 6-3, 6-2, 6-1.

Becker, the reigning Wimbledon champion, will take on another Czechoslovak, 16th-seeded Miloslav Mecir, in tomorrow's semifinals. The other semifinal will pit yet another Czechoslovak, defending champion and top-seeded Ivan Lendl, against fourth-seeded Stefan Edberg of Sweden.

Earlier yesterday, Mecir eliminated No. 7 Joakim Nystrom of Sweden 6-4, 6-2, 6-2. The men's singles semifinals will be Friday.

The women's singles semifinals on Friday will send top-seeded Martina Navratilova, seeking her third U.S. Open title in four years, against No. 3 Steffi Graf of West Germany, and No. 2 Chris Evert Lloyd, a six-time winner of America's premier tennis event, against No. 7 Helena Sukova of Czechoslovakia.

Becker, seeded third in the 128-player men's singles field, had no problems with his 6-foot-8 opponent, who was booted repeatedly for his uninspired effort. Srejber, the tallest player in professional tennis, repeatedly let Becker's passing shots sail by without even lifting his racket or attempting to try for the ball.

One of only two unseeded players to reach the quarterfinals, Srejber spent the entire match hitting his volleys long or into the net - when he did make an effort to go for the ball.

Several times Becker hit weak service returns across the net, only to see Srejber look at the ball, turn around and walk back to the baseline to serve the next point.

In the third set, the crowd cheered Srejber every time he won a point. They didn't cheer often.

It is the third time the 18-year-old Becker has reached the final of a Grand Slam tournament. And he won the first two - Wimbledon last year and again this year.

For only the fourth time in the history of the United States Tennis Championships, there are no Americans among the final four in the men's singles. And, for the semifinal field, consists entirely of Europeans.

The last time there were no Americans in the men's semifinals was in 1960 when Samuel Santana of Spain and three Australians - John Newcombe, Fred Stolle and Roy Emerson - advanced to the final four.

The women's semifinals field is only a little bit better, Lloyd being the only native American. Navratilova was born in Czechoslovakia but became a naturalized American citizen in 1981.

Just color the U.S. Open red, white and blue - the colors of the Czechoslovakian flag.

On Thursday, Navratilova reached the final of both the women's doubles and the mixed doubles.
Bo gives Notre Dame advantage

Associated Press

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Michigan Coach Bo Schembechler says Notre Dame will have the advantage when the two teams open their football season Sept. 13, despite the fact that the Wolverines are ranked No. 2 in the nation.

The problem, as Schembechler sees it, is that Notre Dame has not one, but two new coaches. It's well known that former Minnesota Coach Lou Holtz has taken over for Gerry Faust. What is less well known is that former Pittsburgh Coach Fazio has signed on as a defensive coordinator for the Fighting Irish.

"The Notre Dame team is a talented ballclub," Schembechler said at a luncheon yesterday. "I know the personnel there. I tried to recruit most of those players. They're all fundamentally sound. They'll be a good team."

"That will be a big plus, knowing their players, because we don't know exactly what Lou will do. We know hes sound, though.

"More important, we don’t know what defense they'll use with Fazio. He may put in the Pig defense or they may use the Minnesota concept."

Schembechler said his coaches watched Notre Dame in spring drills, but said that wasn't very telling.

"They played a 7-2 defense, the Michigan coach said. My word, you might as well have come and watched us in spring drills."

"With a new defensive guy, you're really getting it on both sides. Well be sparring out there for a while, probably. We'll go in with a plan and go. But, if we see that isn't working, we're going to change it fast and go with something else. So, it's important in this situation that we have veteran players."

Schembechler said the task would be somewhat easier if the game in South Bend, Ind., weren't the opener. That means nobody gets a chance to see what changes Holtz might make with his players.

"I know Lou and I know how he thinks," Schembechler said. But his personnel may force him to do some things he normally doesn't like to do. We are by no means ruling out the option. He may switch quarterbacks and go from Steve Beuerlein (a passer) to Terry Andrysiak (a better running quarterback)."

On the flip side of the coin, Schembechler worries that Holtz knows all there is to know about the Michigan team because he coached against the Wolverines the past few years when he was at Minnesota.

"Lou knows our football. He knows our players," Schembechler said. "He's played them for two years."

"There's no doubt that from a scouting standpoint, the advantage is to Notre Dame."

Irish continued from page 16

1-9 record last year, but were not taking any chances on a letdown.

"It concerns me a great deal, he said. "It would be a sin if we didn't play our best this weekend."

"Minnesota is somewhat of a mystery to Notre Dame. The Golden Gophers compiled a 15-4-1 record last year, but were not ranking in the Great Lakes region. This is the first soccer contest ever between the two schools.

IRISH ITEMS: Irish co-captain Jim Fyfe is out of the lineup for four to six weeks due to a separated shoulder. The stopper was injured when he got tangled with a Wisconsin-Minneapolis player and fell on the right shoulder. He joins sophomore midfielder Sean Towney on the sidelines, who must sit out the entire season after undergoing knee surgery during the summer.

Michigan head football coach Bo Schembechler thinks his team will be in for a difficult contest against Notre Dame next weekend. The above story details Schembechler's thoughts on the 1986 Irish.

A great pizza is getting harder and harder to find.

But here it is. Great taste crust. Luxurious sauce. Real cheese, grated fresh. Toppings, toppings, toppings. Because you might have to go out of your way to find us, we go out of our way to make it worth every step you take.

Godfather's Pizza.

52920 U.S. 31 N 277-5880

Get Involved With Us!

Undergraduate Schools Committee

Be a representative of the Admissions Office to your high school over October or Christmas break.

Call Pat (X3584) or Brian (X1640) or stop by the Admissions Office (113 Administration Bldg.) for more info. Application deadline Sept. 10.

8 Year Drought

How long since the Chicago Cubs won a World Series?

1. Halley's Comet visited twice
2. U.S. fought in four wars
4. Four territories have become states
5. U.S. population has increased 143 million persons

(Cubs last won World Series in 1908)
Top grid games on tap

Associated Press

The calendar says summer is still here but from the looks of Saturday's attractive college football schedule it could be Jan. 1 just as easily as Sept. 6.

Any bowl would be delighted with such matchups as No. 1 Oklahoma vs. No. 4 UCLA, No. 3 Miami vs. No. 13 Florida and No. 8 Nebraska vs. No. 11 Florida State.

In addition, Alabama tries to continue its winning ways in a battle with Vanderbilt. The Tide downed Ohio State in the Kick-Off Classic by a 16-10 score.

Whatever happened to the days when teams would open against what prize fighters call an opponent - someone who might give you a workout for a while but turns out to be a guaranteed victory?

UCLA is the highest ranked team the Sooners have faced in an opener since 1968 when they lost to No. 3 Notre Dame 45-21.

“Were a better football team than we were that day, jokes Coach Barry Switzer, who was Oklahoma's offensive coordinator back then.

And for the second year in a row UCLA opens on the road against the defending national champion (the Bruins defeated Brigham Young 27-24 last season).

“The Oklahoma game is a big game nationally,” says Coach Terry Donahue, who was the defensive line coach at Kansas from 1967-70 (Oklahoma beat the Jayhawks in each of those four years but three of them were 4-point games). “It’s an exciting event. The players want to play Oklahoma. I don’t think we’re any different than anybody else.

“But it’s not going to be a national championship shootout for me. It might be for other people; it’s not for me. I’d rather win a Pac-10 conference game than a non-conference game.”

The Observer
Attention Saint Mary's Students

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is now accepting applications for the following position:

Assistant Saint Mary's Editor

Questions about this position should be directed to Margie Kersten (284-5230, 239-5303). Application deadline is Tuesday, September 9, at 5 PM.

NEED $ FOR FALL BREAK?
NEED $ TO GO HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICES

BETTER THAN EVER!

NOW HIRING A FEW AMBITIOUS STUDENTS . . .

Positions Available are:

Waiters
Waitresses
Bartenders
Attendants
Casual Employment Catering Positions

Call the Central Administration of University Food Services at 239-7254 to apply.
The Observer

wait until we play somebody other than our own. "I think Banks is going to have an outstanding year," said Head Coach Lou Holtz. "And Kleine is coming on very strongly. Both of them have been very impressive. But, whatever we do, we've got to create more pressure on the other guys quarterback."

At the nose tackle slot will be senior Mike Griffin, who sat out spring practice while recovering from a severely broken ankle last August. "Griffin's seemed to have had a full recovery," said Yonto. "He looks like his old self. We're very pleased with him."

"Its nice to see Griffin back at middle guard," said Holtz. "Along with Banks and Kleine, those three give us good size and good strength."

Backing up Banks and Kleine at the tackle spots will be juniors Jeff Kunz and Matt Dingens. "I'm pleased with Lippincott and Gorman who switched from offense," said Yonto. "They're both doing a fine job, and they give us some depth and size in the middle. And Kunz and Dingens at the tackles - I can say enough about them."

"Kunz, Dingens, Gorman and Lippincott give us a little bit of depth, and we're going to need that," said Holtz. "We were really concerned about depth at defensive line, but we've been pleased with the development at that position."

"I certainly feel a lot better than I did in the spring," said Yonto. "I feel we've plugged some holes, strengthened ourselves by moving people. These seven people have worked extremely hard, not that others haven't. Its just that these seven have emerged on top right now."

And if they can emerge from on top of opposing quarterbacks more often this year, so much the better.

The Notre Dame Women's Soccer Club will be opening its season Saturday against Indiana University and then taking on the University of Illinois. Both games are at Bloomington. The Observer

The Notre Dame varsity crew team practices Monday at the boathouse at either 5:15 or 6:45 p.m. for ERA test. Contact Chris Pye if unable to attend. The Observer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team holds its first annual golf outing Saturday at 1 p.m. on the Burke Memorial Golf Course. Anyone interested in playing should call Dick Nilotte at 289-4613 or Doug Spencer at 283-2095. The Observer

Angela Athletic Facility is looking for people interested in being officials for flag football. Officials earn $5 per game. Anyone interested should contact Mary Lou Thompson at 284-5546. The Observer

The Notre Dame Wind Surfing Club will be giving free windsurfing lessons today at 3:30 p.m. on the beach of St. Joe's Lake. Further information may be obtained by contacting Carter Thomas at 3064. The Observer

The Notre Dame Windsurfing Club will be giving free windsurfing lessons today at 3:30 p.m. on the beach of St. Joe's Lake. Further information may be obtained by contacting Carter Thomas at 1605. The Observer

A demonstration of Northern Shaolin Kung Fu is scheduled, along with a meeting, for Saturday at 6 p.m. in room 219 Rockne. A class will be offered soon with exercises, self-defense techniques and forms from the Northern Sil Lum Dragon style being taught. Further information may be obtained by contacting David Scott at 3064. The Observer

A Student Athletic Council picnic is scheduled for Wednesday, Sept. 10, from 6-7 p.m. outside Angela Athletic Facility for all Saint Mary's varsity athletes and prospective varsity athletes. The Observer

The Proof is in the Taste!

ATTENTION ENTERTAINERS!

bands, dj's, comedians...

ANY ACT

We need performers for
LaFortune's Newest Attraction

Come Check us out...

2nd floor LaFortune

Opening this Fall

CURIOS???

Contact Tom Utter,
Programming Manager

X4245
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**Bloom County**

**SO...WRE I 8 6 0**

**The Far Side**

**The Daily Crossword**

**Friday . . . . . Wine Coolers $1**

**Saturday . . . . . Little Kings drafts 50¢**

Memberships and applications can be picked up at The Club!

Come on by this weekend!

Rentals - call Linda Ward at 277-6524

**The Daily Crossword**

**SAB Presents**

**Out of Africa**

Friday, September 5th

Saturday, September 6th

7:00 pm & 10:00 pm

Cost: $1.50

Engineering Auditorium **No Food or Drink Allowed**

**Last Day**

**to register for the SAB-sponsored trip to the**

**ND vs. USC Game**
After big victory in season opener, ND soccer team is home for two

By PETE GEGEN
Sports Writer
The Notre Dame soccer team will open its home season schedule this weekend with two games on Alumni Field.

The Irish will first host the Buckeyes of Ohio State Saturday afternoon while the Golden Gophers of Minnesota will provide the competition on Sunday. Both games start at 1 p.m.

The team enters this weekend's action fresh off its victory over the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Because the Buckeyes were ranked third in the Great Lakes region, the Irish have the potential for a successful season. "We have the potential to be very good," said Head Coach Dennis Grace.

"We have the potential to be very good," said Head Coach DennisGrace. "The chemistry of the Alumni field."

After big victory in season opener, the potential for a successful season.

"I was really confident in the defense," he said. "With Johnny Guignon, Steve Lowney, and Pat Stanto we are really experienced."

It was Guignon who, besides playing excellent defense, initiated the offensive attacks which led to the only goal of the game. "He was a big player," said Kadc. "You have to look at the pass rush, so we've made getting to him one of our top priorities."

Were happy thus far, but until we play against an opponent we really can't tell. We hope the pass rush is coming along. Pat it that the game is a little bit of a challenge."

One of the most important new faces on the team this year is senior Robert Banks at left tackle. Banks was moved up from left end last spring, when the new Irish coaching staff was faced with a shortage of linemen.

Banks, having bulked up a bit since then, has not disappointed anyone. "Again, its difficult to tell before we play somebody, but were extremely pleased with Banks progress so far," said Yonto. "He was held back a bit, but hes got a great attitude."

"We're holding the line well, but hes got a great attitude just like the other guys," said Yonto. "Hes done some very good things for us - well just have to see LINN, page 14.

Senior right tackle Wally Kleine and the Notre Dame defense have put some pressure on opposing quarterbacks this season. Eric Scheuermann takes a look at the men in the trenches in his story at right.

New building, facilities in works to benefit students

It wont be long until yet another construction project begins on the Notre Dame campus. Land has already been cleared north of the Courtney Tennis Courts in order to begin construction on an indoor practice facility for Irish teams.

This new facility will include a new weight room for all varsity athletes, an artificial-turf football/soccer practice field, a track, batting cages, conference rooms and storage areas, according to Athletic Director Gene Corrigan. Corrigan also mentioned the possibility of adding nets to create driving ranges for the golf team. There will be conference rooms in the new building but no offices other than a building manager's office.

"We've got the whole area (in the ACC's north dome) for student use during the afternoon and evening hours," said Corrigan. "We're going to use the present weight room for student use, and we'll have a student weight room at each end of the campus."

Corrigan said that an important factor during the planning stages of the facility was that the building would be functional without being extravagant. "It's not going to be an attractive building," he said. "But it will be functional, and the architects are going to great pains to have it decent."

For those who might think this is being built solely because of the arrival of Lou Holtz who had an indoor practice facility built when he assumed the head slate at Minnesota, Corrigan said this building has been under consideration for the past five years, and it is now only that the plans have been finalized.

The feelings on the new tennis building also have been laid. Corrigan said that when the two new buildings are completed, a new track has been laid and stands have been added to it through Special Olym pics, "well have everything."

It shouldn't surprise anyone that so much building has taken place in the athletic department during the second part of the season.

The construction of the new facilities are scheduled to be completed by this fall.

Members of the Nebraska football team face one-game suspensions and seven others face two-game suspensions because they gave away their game tickets to people other than family members or students. Nebraska faces the possibility of forfeiting a game somewhere along the line this season, pending an appeal. When players at other schools are convicted of stealing tickets, driving and drug possession and are still allowed to play, this NCAA ruling seems not only harsh but absurd.

In the athletics category, congratulations to Ticket Manager Mike Boldak and his staff for running a much smoother ticket distribution this year than in previous years. Sales were forced to move to gate 10 rather than gate three because of another event in the ACC Field House. This move turned out to be a God's send because it allowed sale from five windows rather than three. Ombudsman's idea to distribute tickets to those in line at 1 p.m. to avoid a mad rush to the doors when they opened also deserves congratulations. Everyone who stood through the long, slow lines in previous years had to appreciate the ease of this year's distribution.

And finally in the good luck category, former Notre Dame head coach Gerry Faust takes to the field to mourn in his first game as Head coach of the Akron Zips. Akron has shattered its record for season-ticket sales and enthusiasm is running high. This week there was to be a continuous football toss on campus, a Faust sound alike contest (where are you there was to be a continuous football toss on campus, a Faust sound alike contest (where arc you)
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